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ABSTRACT
As a promising candidate for a phase change material of a highly fast and scalable non-volatile memory, Ge-doped
SbTe with a certain range of Sb and Te content has interesting material properties such as a low melting temperature,
fast crystallization with a high crystallization temperature, and a low electrical resistivity. Using test vehicles based on
a cell structure with a contact pore of 100 to 200nm in size, Ge-doped SbTe of two different compositions (Sb/Te
atomic ratio of 4.53 and 2.08) were examined and compared with Ge2Sb2Te5 in term of important device
characteristics such as SET speed, SET resistance as well as RESET current. Between the two compositions, Gedoped SbTe of the higher Sb content was found superior by far in SET speed, which is considered to arise from fast
growth-dominated crystallization characteristics of the material combined with the nature of a SET process within the
device that does not necessarily require nucleation of crystallites in the presence of movable inter-phase boundaries.
Ge-doped SbTe of the higher Sb content was also shown to provide a higher SET speed by more than two orders of
magnitude and a lower SET resistance by about one tenth than Ge2Sb2Te5. As for RESET current, the material was
observed to require a higher current than Ge2Sb2Te5 for a stable operation but there appears much room for
improvement with a proper understanding of the apparently incomplete RESET at a much lower current level than the
one for a stable RESET. Lastly, a derivative of Ge-doped SbTe of the higher Sb/Te content was formed by addition of
nitrogen, which turned out to provide an effective means to reduction in RESET current without significantly
decreasing SET speed.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nonvolatile memory (NVM) devices using phase change materials (called PCRAM) are receiving the greatest
attention among various NVM candidates [1-3]while the first commercial products are expected to be released this year.
Presently, the PCRAM devices are using Ge2Sb2Te5(GST)-based materials but it is uncertain whether the same
materials may be appropriate for higher performance devices. For a high performance PCRAM, a high-speed SET to a
low-resistance state is indispensable as well as a low RESET current, above all. However, the former device
characteristics have been shown hard to obtain from the material properties tailored to satisfy the latter in the case of
GST-based materials[4].
Ge-doped SbTe (Ge-ST) appears attractive in this regard. The material is known to crystallize at a higher
temperature, yet increasingly fast with decreasing the size of a programmable volume and to have a significantly
lower electrical resistivity than GST. It also has a melting temperature lower than GST by about a hundred degree.
Despite its famous use in Blu-ray optical recording [5,6], there is found no report on the PCRAM using a Ge-ST except
for a recent study on a memory device called phase change line memory[7] and the device characteristics are mostly
unknown. Herein, a report is presented of our recent investigation on Ge-ST based materials with respect to important
device characteristics such as SET speed, SET resistance and RESET current for potential use in a high performance
phase change memory.

2. EXPERIMENTS
Shown in Fig. 1(a) is an optical plane view image as well as an SEM cross-section image of the memory cell
device utilized in the present study. The device was made to have a conventional structure with a contact pore ranging
from 100 to 200 nm by way of e-beam lithography. As memory materials, Ge-ST’s of two different compositions
were chosen to have Sb and Te contents belonging to the single δ phase field of Sb-Te binary phase diagram [8] as well
as GST for comparison. Targets of these materials were sputtered respectively to produce the film compositions (in
at.%) of Ge5.5Sb77.4Te17.1 (Sb/Te atomic ratio 4.53; Ge-STh), Ge5.3Sb64.0Te30.7 (Sb/Te atomic ratio 2.08), and
Ge23.2Sb24.1Te52.7 as measured by x-ray fluorescence analysis. Electrical characterization of the fabricated devices was
conducted using the set-up shown in Fig. 1(b). RESET/SET programming pulses were applied to the cell device with
a pulse generator (HP81110A) and the resulting pulse waveforms across the internal resistance (set to 50 Ω) of an
oscilloscope (Tektronix TDS5104) were used to estimate the programming currents. A load resistor of 500 Ω was
added in series with the cell device to suppress an excessive current flow in the circuit from threshold switching and
the device resistance was measured by a source measure unit (Keithley SMU236) at 0.1V.

Figure 1. (a) Optical plane view image and an SEM cross section image of the memory cell device utilized to test the
phase change materials (PCM) and (b) layout of an electrical measurement setup.

3. RESULTS & DISCUSSION
Effect of Sb/Te ratio on the SET characteristics of Ge-ST [9]
For Ge-ST’s of the two different compositions as specified above, cell programming characteristics were
examined with the device having a contact area of 200 x 200 (nm2) and the results are shown in Fig. 2. From
resistance(R)-current(I) curves of Fig. 2(a), it is found that Ge-STh requires less RESET and SET currents and is more
favorable in respect of low power operation. There appears little difference in resistance ratio and SET resistance
(RSET) between the two, however. The two Ge-ST’s bear the most striking differences in SET characteristics as
illustrated in Fig. 2(b) and 2(c). To obtain the data, alternating RESET and SET operations were repeated using a
RESET pulse of a fixed height (3V) and width (50ns) and SET pulses of a fixed height (0.9V) but of gradually
increasing width from 50 ns to 1μs while low-field resistance was measured at the end of each operation. In each
figure, a SET voltage waveform for the longest pulse (1μs) is superimposed as a fiducial aid to mark three different
characteristic times in the manner of our previous work [10]; time to threshold switching (tth), time to incubation (tinc)
and time to complete SET requiring crystal growth to percolation (tSET). Notice that each of these characteristic times
is much shorter in the case of Ge-STh hence much faster SET operation. Notice also that the shorter tSET is mostly due
to a great decrease in the duration of stage II and stage III, representing nucleation and growth stage of crystallization
during a SET process. The observed trend did not vary with SET voltage.
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Figure 2. Comparison between Ge-doped SbTe of two different compositions (Sb/Te ratio; 2.08 and 4.53); (a)
Resistance(R)-Current(I) curves, (b) SET characteristics (Sb/Te ratio; 2.08) and (c) SET characteristics (Sb/Te ratio;
4.53).
In order to find out the correlation of these findings with material characteristics, TEM microstructures were
observed using the films sandwiched with thin protective layers of ZnS.SiO2 on Cu grid, annealed at 300 oC for 5 min
in a rapid thermal anneal (RTA) furnace; besides the preceding two compositions, films of a third composition (Sb/Te
atomic ratio =3.06) and GST were also observed for comparison. It is apparent from Fig. 3 that crystalline grain size
becomes dramatically reduced with decreasing Sb/Te ratio, and microstructures resemble closely those of GST in the
case of Sb/Te ratio of 2.08. From these, it follows that nucleation becomes more difficult but growth becomes faster
with increasing Sb/Te ratio. Indeed, our measurement of incubation time for nucleation and growth speed by way of
laser-induced crystallization experiments [11,12] revealed longer incubation time as well as higher growth speed for GeSTh. It is emphasized that these results are in no disagreement with those of the aforementioned device tests. Inside a
memory cell, a RESET-programmed amorphous region is always surrounded by the crystalline background and
therefore crystallization tends to be initiated by the motion of the interface boundary with no need of nucleation,
especially in the case of a prominently growth-dominant material such as Ge-STh. This explains why stage II almost
vanishes despite difficulty in nucleation, and tSET is much shorter for Ge-STh in Fig. 2. Writing characteristics of a
memory cell with Ge-STh is shown in Fig. 4. The SET operation can be completed within 20 ns including a leading
edge (LE) and a trailing edge (TE) of 2 ns each and alternating RESET/SET operations using 20 ns pulses were able
to be maintained stably at least up to 104 programming cycles. The speed of writing operation is indeed very
impressive, especially considering that GST material turned out to have a SET time of the order of μs using the same
test vehicle as discussed below.
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Figure 3. TEM bright field images of the annealed (at 300 oC for 5 min) films of; (a) Ge2Sb2Te5, (b), (c) and (d) Gedoped SbTe with the respective Sb/Te ratio of 2.08, 3.06, and 4.53.
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Figure 4. Writing characteristics of a device having Ge-doped SbTe with the Sb/Te ratio of 4.53 to show (a) very fast
SET speed and (b) stable cyclic operation.
Comparison of the device characteristics between Ge-STh and GST
Between Ge-STh and GST, important device characteristics such as RSET, tSET and IRESET were compared.
Shown in Fig. 5(a) are a pair of R-I curves, obtained from the respective sequence of RESET and SET programming
operations using a memory cell with Ge-STh and a contact area of 100x100 (nm2). Similar curves are also shown for
GST in Fig. 5(b). In each figure, RESET/SET pulse patterns were somewhat optimized so as to form the programmed
states of a reasonable resistance ratio with a low RSET for most of the tested cells; RESET/SET pulses for Ge-STh were
made to have the pulse width (PW) of 30ns/60 ns with LE and TE of 2 ns/5 ns for each whereas the ones for GST
were made to consist of 2(LE)+50(PW)+2(TE) (ns) for RESET programming and 1(LE)+2(PW)+2(TE) (μs) for SET
programming. It should be emphasized that the SET pulse pattern for the GST case was designed to produce melting
followed by slow cooling[13], thereby to yield RSET as small as possible. This is because a PW as long as 20 μs was
required for the SET operation with a conventional SET pulse pattern having a short trailing edge.
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Figure 5. Resistance(R)-Current(I) curves of a memory cell having; (a) Ge-doped SbTe with the Sb/Te ratio of 4.53
and (b) Ge2Sb2Te5.
From comparison between the two materials, RSET and tSET values are clearly much smaller for Ge-STh; RSET
is smaller by nearly an order of magnitude despite use of a slow quenching method for GST and tSET is shorter by
about two orders of magnitude. As for IRESET for stable RESET operation, it is about 50% higher in the case of GeSTh, however. One may be tempted to conclude that this result might be due to lower electrical and thermal resistivity
of Ge-STh than GST, whereby a greater loss in IRESET from reduced Joule heating as well as enhanced heat dissipation
is made to overrule a gain from lower melting temperature. A completely different view in favor of Ge-STh may be

advanced, however, when certain features of Fig 5(a), namely, a take-off of resistance in the SET curve at a current
above ~1.2 mA as well as the presence of a resistance bump in the RESET curve below IRESET are construed as related
possibly to melting and subsequent formation of an amorphous region within the pore. These features are considered
as signatures of what may be called the first (incomplete) RESET in contrast with the second RESET for stable
operation. In fact, we were able to observe the first and the second RESET from R-I curves of almost all of the tested
cells with Ge-STh and their origins are under careful investigation presently. We tend to believe that the appearance of
dual RESETs has a root in the pore-type structure of the tested cells and the onset current, for instance, for the first
RESET may be used as a more proper index to evaluate the Ge-STh’s inherent capability of IRESET reduction when
compared with that of GST.
A closer examination of the SET characteristics was made between Ge-STh and GST. As stated above, it is
hard to SET the device with GST using a conventional pulsing scheme that would induce solid state crystallization of
the material and therefore a pulsing scheme that can cause melting followed by slow cooling was employed instead.
For varying PW and TE as major variables in the respective SET pulse patterns for Ge-STh and GST, device
resistance was measured similarly as in Fig. 2(b) and 2(c) and the results are shown in Fig. 6. From Fig. 6(a), notice
that tSET can be reduced down to 60 ns in total (50 ns in PW). Considering that tSET of the device with a contact area
of 150 x150 (nm2) was 20 ns in total (see Fig. 4(a)), the present device yields tSET longer than what could be
estimated from scaling of the resistance with decreasing contact area. A close look of the SET voltage waveform
shows that a time delay to threshold switching amounts to about 40 ns, constituting a greater portion of the measured
tSET. This may be ascribed to a relatively larger contribution of parasitic capacitance in the present device. As for the
device with GST, SET programming time was roughly 100+200+500 (ns); with PW at 150 ns, SET programming
was not possible regardless of TE in the range of 100 ns to 1.5 μs and PW was set to 200 ns, accordingly. Despite use
of a slow quenching method, tSET for GST is still incomparably long and RSET is higher by an order of magnitude.
The voltage waveform reveals a long delay to threshold switching (~150ns) but it comprises a less portion of the
total tSET as compared with the case of Ge-STh. This suggests that nucleation of crystallites and their growth to a
crystalline state of a reasonably low electrical resistivity are much more difficult in the device with GST for some
reasons yet to be illuminated.
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Figure 6. SET characteristics of (a) Ge-doped SbTe with the Sb/Te ratio of 4.53 and (b) Ge2Sb2Te5. Shown in upper
and lower panels are respectively dependence of SET resistance on primary variables in SET pulse patterns (pulse
width for the case (a) and trailing edge for the case (b)) and pulse waveforms at the selected SET conditions.

Effect of nitrogen addition in Ge-STh [14]
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Aside from the question as to whether Ge-STh has indeed the inherent capability of yielding lower IRESET
relative to GST, one can always make a supporting approach by taking advantage of a large room for increase in RSET
inherited from crystalline Ge-STh’s low electrical resistivity. Nitrogen was added to Ge-STh to find if the approach
may serve to reduce IRESET as in the case of GST [15]. With nitrogen content increasing, the resulting Ge-STh tends to
have higher sheet resistances in both the amorphous and crystalline states and to crystallize at increasingly higher
temperature as shown in Fig. 7(a). Both of these changes in material properties are surely desirable for a high density
memory device in respect of enhanced Joule heating and improved stability against thermal crosstalk, respectively.
For the crystallized states, the increase of sheet resistance with increasing nitrogen addition was found to result from
decrease in Hall mobility as shown in Fig. 7(b). TEM images of Fig. 7(c) taken from the crystallized states,
respectively with no nitrogen and 13 at% nitrogen reveal that nitrogen addition produces very fine-grained
microstructures with a large density of faults, which would clearly promote electron and phonon scattering, hence
reduced Hall mobility and possibly reduced thermal conductivity as well. Ge-STh of varying nitrogen content was
examined in terms of programming characteristics using the devices with a contact area of 150 x 150 (nm2). Shown in
Fig. 8(a) is a summary of RESET characteristics; for these, SET pulse of 300ns and RESET pulse of 50 ns were used.
Complying with the aforementioned material characteristics, a gradual decrease in IRESET as well as the increasing
tendency of RSET is noticed with increasing nitrogen content. Notice also from Fig. 8(b) that these characteristics were
obtained with an essentially fixed resistance ratio and at little sacrifice of tSET with nitrogen addition.
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4. CONCLUSION
In the present study, we addressed the question; “whether GST materials presently used in PCRAM
prototypes are appropriate for a high-speed and high-density memory of the future?”. The answer does not seem
positive in light of the mounting cost of increase in RSET and tSET to further the reduction of IRESET. We note that GeST materials have quite a few promising properties that may offer a solution to the problem. Using test vehicles with a
pore-type cell structure, we demonstrated that the Ge-STh and its derivative with nitrogen addition could provide
device characteristics essentially required for a high performance memory, i.e. a lower RSET, a shorter tSET and
potentially a lower IRESET than GST. As for IRESET, potentially beneficial material properties have not been
substantiated by stable device characteristics in the present work and some improvements need to be made based on a
proper understanding of the problem.
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